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Abstract: 

Embedding malignant code as malware to a current running procedure is more than one refined techniques. Prior to approach of 

disassembler o r patching devices  the malevolent code is normally summoned from the bad-to-the-bone programming code, which 

is an extremely comprehensive procedure in itself, since we had continued with programming code made especially in C or 

VC++? This paper shows just the conjuring of an undercover code close by the head executable by using OllyDbg and IDA Pro 

disassemblers. Such stealthy pernicious code is actuated without the having the assent of the customer; more precisely, the 

moment when the specific procedures are assassinate from the fundamental EXE, the malware ends up being subsequently started 

surreptitiously. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Magic Code: 

Enchantment numbers are the essential bits of a record which 

amazingly d istinguish the sort of document. This makes 

programming less demanding in light of the fact that confused 

record structure need not be sought with a specific end goal to 

distinguish the document sort. for instance, a jpeg document 

begin with ffd8 ffe0 0010 4a46 4946 0001 0101 0047… … . 

JFIF.....G. ffd8 demonstrates that it's a JPEG record and ffe0 

distinguish a "JFIF" sort structure. There is an ASCII encoding 

from claiming "JFIF" which goes then afterward a length 

code, yet that is not key to recognize the report. The 

underlying 4 bytes do that exceptionally.  

 

1.2 Type of file Detected by Magic Code:  

It might scan to outline for record development of GIF, JPG 

Also PNG. Files, though, could a chance to be deleted or their 

document development camwood a chance to be changed, so 

we must find an approach on discover specific sorts from 

claiming files. This typically includes completing an profound 

clear of the disk, seeking for certain key byte groupings should 

identify the begin of a record.  

 

1.3 Portable Executable File: The portable executable (PE-

file) file is a file format for executable used in 32 bit and 64 

bit version of the windows operating system. The pro ject 

loader that is subset of the windows framework expect the 

stacking executable documents into a virtual memory, so the 

executable records have the configuration that the system 

loader can distinguish, and the arrangement is called PE 

(versatile executable). It is essential to know the PE 

arrangement and RVA which  is a location sort utilized as a 

part of the PE in order to fathom the new methodologies for 

disguising information in the PE, so quickly depict the 

configuration and the location sort. 

Information hid ing technology mainly studies how to embed 

secret data in to another carrier which can be transmitted 

publicly [6]. It is general to exe file securely by many 

technologies, the transmission could be any how broken by 

any hacker to exp loit the data which may broke the exe 

functionalities and this fact required researches on content 

overwrit ing method and header changes also create anomaly  

just like addition, deletion, modification. It is the categories of 

reverse engineering. Notepad.exe and Putty.exe these 

executable file an also type of Portable Executable (PE) file. if 

the changes does in these files as like icon & bitmap change 

than icon will be also change of these file but the Microsoft 

application PE file will be not run to the open but putty.exe is 

an Open source PE file so that will be run. A PE file, common 

format of executable file in 32 b it windows operating system, 

is one of the most important formats in internet. [6]   Packing 

and many other methods of binary protection that will only 

serve to hinder or slow reversal of your code, they have never 

been and will be 100 percent secure solution but these 

methods are not effective to apply on PE executable file. This 

paper depicts how to put an exe into another exe. The thought 

behind code injection is to perceive the occasion of an area 

point which is implied as an activating point to an injection 

exe, and later altered the jump proclamat ions keeping in mind 

the end goal to redirect the execution towards the infused 

code. Usage assessment of the utilizat ion of connecting, 

official and implanting are affirmed by PC.  

 

II. RELATED WORKS: 

 

A Common procedure for concealing data in executable 

documents is the inserting a restricted measure of data in 

system doubles. In this paper, we propose new strategies for 

concealing data in Portable Executable (PE) records. PE is a 

document position for executable utilized as a part of the 32-

bit and 64-bit forms of the Windows working framework. 

Also, we look at the examination strategies which can be 

associated with distinguish and recoup informat ion shrouded 

utilizing each of these techniques. The present strategies for 

covering information in an executable document decide the 

aggregate number of bytes to be covered up on the 

establishment of the measure of the executable code [1]. The 

aim of the proposed Framework may be with shroud majority 
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of the data (data file) on an execution file  (EXE) without 

change the size of execution document. In the meantime, since 

the spread record might be utilized to distinguish concealing 

data, the proposed framework considers overcoming this 

situation toward utilizing those execution record likewise a 

spread document. [2].Another point hide data (informat ion 

record) in unused range 1 of any execution  document 

(exe.file), to guarantee changes made to the exe.file  won't  be 

recognized by hostile to infection and the usefulness of the 

exe.file is as yet working. The structure jo ins two guideline 

capacities; first is the stowing away of the data in the unused 

area 1 of PE-record (exe .document), through the execution of 

four strategy (indicate the spread record, determine the data 

record, encryption of the data, and concealing the data) and 

the second function is the ext raction of the concealing data 

through three procedure (indicate the any document, extricate 

the data, and unscrambling of the data). The testing result 

shows up; the result record does not make any conflict with 

against infection programming and the exe.file  still capacity as 

regular after the concealing procedure [3]. There are at this 

point various assortments in systems existing for concealing a 

litt le secret in a set of file . Methodology of hiding the any files 

of format PNG, JPEG AND BMP in the executable files which 

have the .exe extension [4].These technique higher securities 

than some traditional ones because of integrating s ecret data 

and bitmap resources parsing in a working framework and the 

layer of asset information in PE documents, a protected and 

valuable arrangement is introduced to unravel two problems 

that bitmap resources are incorrectly analyzed what's more, 

different assets informat ion are confounded during the time 

spent of data embedding. The feasibility and effect iveness of 

the proposed calculation are affirmed  through computer 

experiments [5]. The Proposed framework plan  to cover 

informat ion (data record) in unused domain 2 of any execution 

document (exe.file), to guarantee changes made to the exe.file  

won't be recognized by against infection and the usefulness of 

the exe.file is as yet working. The system joins two rule 

capacity; first is the disguising incessantly of the data in the 

unused district 2 of PE-document (exe.file), through the 

execution of four method (exh ibit  the spread record, decide 

the informat ion archive, encryption of the data, besides, the 

informat ion) and the second capacity is the extraction of the 

concealing data through three procedure (show the steno 

record, separate the information, and disentangling of the data) 

[6]. 

 

III. ADDRESS MANIPULATION 

Address manipulation process is directly does in the stack and 

memory, and for eliminating NULL bytes and code cave we 

use the shellcode programming and assembly programming 

also we can be resolve and rearrange of assembly programme 

through the shellcode below given in figure. Sadly in  

shellcode, there are NULL bytes and operand. Putting little 

values into bigger registers is the most widely recognized mix-

up which made NULL bytes in shellcode programming [7].  

 

IV. APPLYING REVERS E ENGINEERING ON 

APPLICATION 

In this paper proposed another method of reverse engineering, 

taken two method quickly proposed so firstly clarify the idea 

of how to utilize or relate c pointers with the assistance of 

programming, regulated methodology to proposed new 

framework, for example, - Using the PE explorer software 

open any PE file. For example we took a flesh game 

(EGGS.EXE). Another Window pane will open and headers 

informat ion will show up. Select Section Headers choice 

shape the menu and it will demonstrate every one of the sorts 

of area headers in that specific PE.exe record. Presently select 

the .content segment header under the area headers bar, 

additionally Select the Section Editor Menu from the s heet or 

squeeze on command. On  opening the PE Explorer Editor 

another window sheet will happen, Unselect the worldwide 

lock catch under the present worth choice which will empower 

us to alter the Virtual location. Supplant any of the dig its from 

the Virtual Address (one can alter any number of digits they 

need to alter), fo r instance, 0 is supplanted by 5 in the virtual 

location (Remember every  one of the p rogress ions you made 

in virtual location or the document may degenerate). Another 

strategy identified with connecting, official and inserting, so 

orderly methodology done by programming, for example, 

using this paper indicates exclusively the conjuring of a 

mystery code close by the boss executable by using OllyDbg 

and IDA Pro disassemblers. Such mystery dangerous code is 

enacted without the having the assent of the customer; more 

precisely, the moment when the specific procedures are 

executed from the principle EXE, the spyware ends up being 

subsequently started surreptitiously. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RES ULT 

 

For convening the reverse engineering technique we will 

apply the code injection mechanism in the game registration 

exe. Game registration will have a product key and above that 

there will be a validation that will be registered. We use IDA 

pro and OllyDbg, th ird party tool in the victim b inary analysis. 

Identified of message box in the executable file and notedown 

the offset address of that first message box, will search that 

offset address in OllyDbg also start the debugging. After that 

to we will indicate of a messagebox from a graph view of that.  

 
                    Figure 1.1: Target GUI 

 

This EXE may be been a setback corrupted for an undercover 

spyware. It doesn't aggravate a Contrast the thing that is the 

certified sake also serial keys about that task. We are actually 

not offered such unstable informat ion. Those magic is 

concerned of energy to the evaluate will be those coming 

about message box which ordinarily indicates dependent upon 

when a serial fact that not sanction. 

 

         Figure 1.2: Target GUI with Product key 
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This Error message box would  turn into the passage purpose 

of the noxious undercover code. 

 
       

 Figure 1.3: Error Message in Target 

 

The minute when the client is stood up to with the previously 

mentioned Error message box, the spyware gets to be 

executed. That is the thing that we are endeavoring to fu lfill in  

this paper.  

 

Target Binary Analysis   

 

One inquiry may  trouble you: why do we require IDA Pro, 

while we can  perform code infusion utilizing OllyDbg itself? 

IDA Pro helps you to recognize the section point direction 

code of the bounce proclamat ion from where the message box 

gathering guideline begins to execute. As we have portrayed 

before, the prime matter of interest is to get the insights about 

the message box init iation code. Here, we can without much 

of a stretch distinguish the principal message box event after 

the 0040115E balance. All things considered, this code 

controls a few other message boxes in reality. However, we 

need to perceive the principal message box.  

 

 
 

 Figure 1.4: Message Box invoking instruction in Target 

 

So, we will search at 000B148C offset in the OllyDbg to find 

the message box assembly code in order to modify it to suit 

our need. We can appropriately affirm the message box event 

by setting a breakpoint at  000B148C in IDA Pro  and begin 

troubleshooting. On the off chance that we entered a short 

name, then the diagram view of the assembly code plainly  

shows the execution stream toward the message box code as 

follows: 

 

 

         

 Figure 1.5: Target Execution Flow 

 

VI.SPYWARE INJECTION 

 

Now, it’s show t ime.  Open the vict im.exe binary  with the help  

of OllyDbg inject of shellcode. Here, after that will find out 

address of entry point of executable file in the fig 1.6.Every  

type of executable has some blank space that one called Code 

Caves, where we can place or in ject any external binary code. 

So, if you scroll down a little b it, you will effectively  

recognize the clear zone named as DB 00 or NOP in  the 

assembly p rogram as shown figure 1.7.As from the above 

figure 1.4, the DB 00 instruction starts and started by the 

007EB68C offset. So, we shall rep lace our external spyware 

code in these code caves. This paper presents a step by step 

procedure of injecting a malicious spyware program into any 

executable by utilizing IDA Pro and OllyDbg. The IDA Pro  

was basically employed in order to identify the passage point 

message box event and OllyDbg embedded the existing EXE. 

Now, label the spyware program executable as shellcode. 

exein the ASCII box, after that selected code caves from 

007EB68C address, start editing instruction there, then hex 

code will automatically generated and placed at the 

007EB68C offset in figure 1.8. Some of raw uncomprehend-

able code is generated at offset 007EB68C shown in the RED 

COLOR as fo llows figure 1.9, after that an analysis of that 

code, get the original entered code in the form of shellcode 

which virtually shows the shellcode.exe name as follows fig  

1.10.Here, notice that are giv ing the reference of shellcode.exe 

located at offset 007EB68C to 007EB69C as follows figure 

1.11. After fin ishing with arbitrary code injection related to 

spyware, the modified assembly is figure 1.12.This action 

straightforwardly gives us a chance to achieve the section 

purpose of the principal message box as follows. Here, have to 

perform some significant modifications. Fundamentally, the 

previously mentioned figure shows that subsequent to entering 

the client name and product enter in the victim.exe, first the 

error message box would show and afterward our spyware 

system would actuate, completed with the code strategies. 

Presently roll out improvements perpetual and compose the 

altered bytes into memory by right clicking on the ASM code. 
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     Figure 1.6: Target Entry Point in OllyDbg  

 

 
  Figure 1.7: Empty Regions (Code caves) in Target 

 

 
  Figure 1.8: Placing Spyware Name in Target 

 

 
    Figure 1.9: Injected S pyware code in Target 

 

 

 Figure 1.10: Analysis in Target 

 
   Figure 1.11: Giving S pyware name in PUS H 

 

 
      Figure 1.12: Injected Assembly Code  

 

 
         Figure 1.13: New Assemble code  

VII. CONCLUS ION 

 

This paper shows an orderly interject a vindict ive spyware 

system under any executable eventually by utilizing third  

party tool. Tool debugger was fundamentally utilized to 

recognize the passage point first dialog box like message box 

event and dissembler embedded the current PE. Essentially, 

this exp loration shows how to put a PE into another PE. The 

thought behind code injecting is to recognize the event of a 

passage point which is alluded to as an activating point to an 

injectingPE and later change the JUMP articulations with a 

specific end goal to red irect the execution toward  the in jecting 

code. 
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